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FastoNoSQL Full Crack gives you a convenient way of managing multiple NoSQL databases from a single application. Thanks to its tab-based interface, you can run each connection simultaneously with no limitations, as well as have access to the connection status and details. Alongside the command output, there is even a Snappy compression. FastoNoSQL Features: * Support for multiple connections of same type and remote and local servers *
Command output in a number of formats * Snappy compression * Local and remote Redis servers, SSH tunneling, user authentication * Redis cluster and stand alone servers * HTTP interfaces for Redis and SSDB * Logging, configuration with dedicated commands, configurable output formats * Include specific commands on each connection. * Command autocompletion * Support for Unix and Windows.NET Framework versions * Tab grouping
and column reordering * Configuration on a per file basis * Export config to external file * Graphical explorer of each connection with tabs Select multiple files (e.g. for zipping) from the Explorer tree and press the Right Mouse Button to copy the selected files. Press the Left Mouse Button to paste files to the selected folder. You can Copy files or move them from anywhere by selecting multiple files in Explorer tree and pressing Ctrl+C. You can

Paste files or move them to anywhere by selecting multiple files from Explorer tree and pressing Ctrl+V. It's Possible to map the GUI for Windows in You can map the GUI for Windows in other languages within a translation file. How To Install a UPX wrapper for cygwin environment around FastoNoSQL for Windows Install a UPX wrapper for cygwin environment around FastoNoSQL for Windows Open an elevated command prompt with
administrator permissions (not in windows gui) or open an elevated command prompt with administrator permissions (not in windows gui) From this command prompt/command prompt do the following: cd cmd (or any other folder) cd c:\cygwin\... (the folder where FastoNoSQL installed in) cd fasto (or any folder) (the folder where FastoNoSQL installed in) Typ this command upx -x -b (or upx -P -b) yourfile.exe (if your file is a valid.exe,

otherwise its a.upx file, you can also try other options for UPX...

FastoNoSQL Crack+ Activator Free

FastoNoSQL Activation Code is a promising centralized database manager, allowing you to manage multiple NoSQL databases from a single application. Each new connection is completely independent of the others, which enables you to run them concurrently and manage them with ease. Manage NoSQL database connections concurrently FastoNoSQL comes with support for various databases that are not based on SQL, namely Redis, SSDB,
UnQLite, Memcached, RocksDB, LMDB, UpscaleDB, ForestDB, and LevelDB. The application opens each database connection in a separate tab and displays the corresponding keys in a new entry within the explorer tree, which makes everything simpler. One thing worth noting is that FastoNoSQL supports multiple connections of the same type, meaning you can run multiple shells for the same server. If the list of database connections gets
crowded, the built-in search function can help you out. Set up new connections, run commands and view the output To initiate a new connection, you must go through a short configuration process that is different depending on the target server and the database type. Each connection has its particularities. For instance, Redis connections support remote and local servers, with or without authentication and SSH tunneling, while for other types of

connections it's also possible to create a new database. FastoNoSQL displays details about the connection within its main window, providing dedicated fields to help you run commands. For instance, the Redis manager enables you to execute the same commands as the CLI shell, only in a much friendlier environment. Commands can be executed repeatedly once every a few milliseconds, and the result is displayed in various formats, if compatible:
JSON, CSV, raw text,  Hex, MsgPack, Gzip, or Snappy. A promising centralized manager for NoSQL databases The approach adopted by FastoNoSQL enables you to manage multiple database connections simultaneously. Furthermore, the application comes with a few perks that make it worth your while. It features command autocompletion, support for Redis Cluster, and extended logging to store information about the database activity

FastoNoSQL is a new project based on the NoSQL paradigm. NoSQL stores enormous amounts of information, and the popularity of these data sources has increased exponentially recently. But keeping all these data in memory is inefficient, and the trade-off has been and will be a place to look for new solutions with features that are especially adapted to read and index these information. We are developing an easy 09e8f5149f
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FastoNoSQL 

FastoNoSQL is an ideal tool for both hobbyists and professionals who want to manage multiple NoSQL databases from a single interface. The application has a simplistic user interface, and you don't need to be an expert in order to understand how to use it. Thanks to its basic, intuitive interface, you'll be able to quickly get started without having to learn how to use FastoNoSQL. With FastoNoSQL, you can: - Manage different NoSQL databases,
such as Redis and SSDB, from the same connection - Store all the connection details in one central place, which makes it easy to find the database name, IP address, port, authentication and so on - Collaborate with multiple colleagues using different databases, within one interface - Log all the database activity in the console, in various formats - Set up new connections, using the same template, for Redis or SSDB databases The application helps you
manage different NoSQL databases in a centralized way, and can help you out. FastoNoSQL Features: - Help you create, manage and execute multiple connections for any of the supported databases, such as Redis and SSDB - Show logs for all the connections, and separate the summary log from the data sent during the execution of each command - Set up the connection template, so you won't have to go through the configuration process every time
- Store database info in a JSON file, for easy retrieval - Manage connections from the address bar and the control panel, in a sortable tree structure - Set up multiple shell tabs and run commands on multiple databases at once - Launch shell tabs for connections created on the same server - Connect to a Redis server remotely, using SSH tunneling - Allow you to launch multiple connections to Redis servers, which can be configured with or without
authentication - Connect to a local Redis server, on a Unix host machine, using SSH tunneling - Connect to a local Redis server on Windows, using SSH tunneling - Perform backup and restore operations on Redis databases - Forgot password and tokens for new Redis users, through a special command - Execute Redis commands, such as exec, ping and set - Configure connection specifics such as the host IP address, host port, database name,
authentication and so on - Start streaming for Redis, with or without using a password - Execute FastoNoSQL-based commands, such

What's New in the FastoNoSQL?

FastoNoSQL is a free and open source NoSQL management tool that enables you to manage multiple database connections simultaneously. One-stop view of the entire NoSQL ecosystem FastoNoSQL manages the connections from various NoSQL databases in a single environment, and displays the information about all connections within a single window. You can manage each database connection, execute commands, interact with its output, and
even store logs in your data. Easy to use and manage FastoNoSQL is simple to use, complete with a built-in editor and a query builder to help you execute the commands you desire. As the application creates a separate tab for each connection, it greatly simplifies matters. Intuitive You can create a new database connection, open it, execute its commands, log information, and perform various other actions in a single click. Support Redis cluster
FastoNoSQL provides support for Redis server (can be a remote or local instance), and can establish a tunnel via SSH and/or IPsec. Reproduction in any format is prohibited and prohibited. • Average time for the crawlers to complete the entire process - from start to finish: 0.005 seconds. • Average time for the crawler to go from the start of the process to the first page: 0.005 seconds. • Average time for the crawler to go from the first page to the
last page: 0.005 seconds. • Average time for the crawler to go from the last page to the end of the process: 0.005 seconds. • Average time for the crawler to complete the process: 0.006 seconds. • Avg. time to open a new tab - total number of tabs included: 0.107 seconds. • Avg. time to open a new tab - number of tabs created: 2. • Average time to go from the start of the process to the first page: 0.156 seconds. • Average time to go from the first
page to the last page: 0.156 seconds. • Average time to go from the last page to the end of the process: 0.156 seconds. • Average time to complete the process: 0.174 seconds. Why you should care The Qualys team continuously monitors the main web resources for potentially dangerous vulnerabilities, and its Q2 2010 report highlights a number of the most recent findings and compromises. Continue reading and we'll give you more information.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: OS X 10.7.5 / 10.8.5 or later Processor: Dual Core Intel i5, 2.7 GHz Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or equivalent Hard Disk Space: 10 GB Sound Card: Built-in speakers Additional Notes: The player will be delivered through the Games for Windows Live service. Recommended: OS: OS X 10.9 or later Processor: Quad Core Intel i7, 2.8
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